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Make it easy for them to come back.

75% of website visitors who add items to a shopping cart will then leave your site 
without completing the purchase.

At SaleCycle, we track users behavior online and identify the moment they are about to abandon 
their purchase. Our ‘Email My Basket’ feature allows us to display an on-site message prompting 
visitors to send themselves a reminder of what they’ve put in their cart.

An email is sent containing the full cart details, providing a quick route back to purchase for the 
customer at a time that’s more convenient, as well as ensuring you stay top of their mind.
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Keep your opt-ins topped up.

With stricter data privacy legislation being introduced more regularly, it’s important for brands 
to make sure they can keep their email marketing campaigns firing.

As well as achieving eye-watering results such as 55% open rates and 28% click-through rates,
by using a transparent and compliant message, Email My Basket campaigns can help savvy 
brands grow their re-marketing opt-in database. 

This look book shines a light on some of the best examples of our ‘Email My Basket’ feature. 
Flip through innovative and influential designs combined with clear and concise messaging to 
see for yourself how you can start sending the emails your shoppers are asking for.
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DISPLAY OPTIONS

Side Panel 
Display a full panel on one side of the screen.

From subtle prompts, to full impact designs, we’ll help you to choose the perfect format to 
display your EMB messages based on your visitors behavior online.

Overlay 
Grab attention with the classic  
front and center overlay.

Takeover
Make an impact with a full-screen message.

Banners 
A header or footer banner is a  
non-intrusive display option.

Notification
Subtle prompts that don’t  
interrupt the visitor.

Corners
Display your message in any corner of the page.



Footer banner.
Includes dynamic imagery and message about the selected destination.



Corner notification.
Inclusion of a dynamic countdown timer to highlight the benefits of purchasing now.



Side panel display includes dynamic imagery of the product being abandoned.
Messaging ensures marketing consent is gained for multiple remarketing features.



Front and center overlay including dynamic product imagery.
Displays any relevant promotions along with the EMB message.



Side display.
Inclusion of stock level messages to increase on-the-spot conversions.



Corner display.
Messaging ensures the brands remarketing campaigns remain compliant with data privacy legislation.



Full-screen takeover triggered on exit intent.
Inclusion of live trends to aid urgency to purchase.



Design of the EMB message differs depending on the device type.
Expandable notification style for mobile and overlay for desktop. Dynamic product imagery is also included.



On-Site Conversion Rate ......................................................................................................................... 6%
Sent Email Open Rate ............................................................................................................................ 55%
Return to Basket (Click Rate) .............................................................................................................. 28% 

Uplift in Sales................................................................................................................................................ 2%

EMAIL MY BASKET RESULTS

“Every contact with a customer influences whether or not they’ll come back. 
We have to be great every time or we’ll lose them.”

Kevin Stritz



Founded in 2010, behavioral marketing company SaleCycle helps businesses create better 
customer journeys online.

Putting customers at the heart of everything they do, SaleCycle uses behavioral data to help 
optimize conversion rates, recover abandoned sales and increase customer lifetime value.  
The end result? Increased online sales.

With offices in the USA, UK, France, and Singapore, SaleCycle fuels the growth of over 500 
companies, including the likes of Ralph Lauren, IKEA and Virgin Atlantic.
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Want more creative inspiration? 
Check out our feature page:

SaleCycle.com/Email-My-Basket
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